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Introductions of members in attendance, identified below.   

 

1. Reactions to quality of Naxos catalog records (stagnant database with some records pulled) and classical.com 

records (ASP active, not loaded, but available) 

A strongly-worded letter to Naxos was suggested, perhaps asking Jerry McBride if the UCs could sign on to the Stanford 

letter in preparation.  

2. Reactions to reports from CDL or UCOP 

Shared print report ("CDL Shared Print Steering Task Force Findings and Recommendations Report to CDC") not for 

further distribution, so not all have seen it; reactions heard, however, is of universal dislike, with none of the options put 

forward acceptable.  Davis response followed by SD and SB.   

3.  Review of campus serials subscription commitments was suggested.  

 

Berkeley (John Shepard & Manuel Erviti).  Hours reduced by 20% due to 25% SLE funding reduction; budget flat and 

serials reduced 7%; voluntary separation option has reduced staff critically. 

* 

Riverside (Caitlin St. John).  20% hours reduction; 80% scores and monograph reduction, and 60% CDs. 

 

Irvine (Christina Woo).  Libraries have acquired an audio collection, housed in and administered/funded by the School of 
the Arts (SOTA).  Ross Whitney, head of the collection, has upgraded its catalog records, which now appear in ANTPAC & 
Melvyl with the location SOTA.  The student assistants’ budget has been cut by 75%, serials & continuations by 10%, and 
the rest of the collections budget by 25%.  Building hours have been reduced, with salary savings enabling restoration of 
some hours this spring.  The UL has retired and the interim UL, not yet announced, will likely serve for at least 2 years.   
 

Los Angeles (David Gilbert, Gordon Theil, & Laura Horwitz).  Endowment funds more heavily used now to make up for 
reductions; some large libraries have increased hours and small ones reduced; 2005 lost special collections librarian and 
then head in 2008, so now only one librarian, with second position perhaps to open in future; many positions remain open. 
 

Los Angeles Ethnomusicology Archive (Aaron Bittel).  Hours open reduced from 37 to 6 hours a week.   

 

Santa Barbara (Eunice Schroeder).  UL out and 2 AULs now co-acting; collections budget flat; hours cut; 37% GA cut; lost 

2 FTE and professor teaching music bibliography; French cylinder recordings an exciting new acquisition. 

 

Stanford (Mimi Tashiro).  Lost half-time cataloger position and a lot of student worker money; work-study positions help, 

though full-time staff now taking service positions; hours cut;  AUL retirement means administrative reorganization. 

 

San Diego (Ken Calkins & Jim Soe Nyun).  Faculty stable and Arts Library renovation completed; potential 10-15% 

collections cutback but use of unrestricted endowments helps; will digitize Center for Music Experiment audio collection. 

 

Davis (Michael Colby).  New chancellor and search for new UL; cuts to collections budget with lay-offs to come in April.  

* 

Ken Calkins has volunteered to take over leadership of the group; Michael Colby was thanked for his service. 

 
Manuel Erviti 
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